SOSART

2020

An Art show and event
of creative expressions
for peace and justice:
Due to the COVID-19
pandemic crisis affecting
the world and necessitating social distancing, the SOS ART 2020
show was exceptionally
held online (June) on
the SOS ART website.

SOS ART annual art show and event of sociopolitical expressions for peace and justice was not held in person
this year due to the current COVID-19 pandemic crisis and the resulting necessary social distancing it imposed. It
would have been the eighteenth consecutive year of this annual show and event which usually brings together a
large part of the Greater Cincinnati community of artists and residents. The art show however, was held online, on
the SOS ART website (sosartcincinnati.com), during the months of June and July 2020.
Participation in the show was limited, again due to the prevalent pandemic crisis, with only 56 individual visual artists, student artists from two high schools and children artists from two after school programs included; in previous
years, in comparison, the numbers were in the hundreds. Also this year, poets, musicians, performers, etc. could
not add their voice to the event.
The art show, however, comprised, like in previous years, artworks addressing broad issues, covering all aspects
of peace and social justice. Many statements were about the current COVID-19 crisis and its implications; but also
about the state of our politics; our unequal social justice system; police and gun violence; the environment; diversity and its importance; immigrants and refugees problems in the US and the world; women, African American,
and LGBTQ rights; our society, our city, our world; and the need for love and compassion to make our life better.
Even if in a more limited way, SOS ART 2020 again achieved its
goals, not only by giving artists a venue to express themselves
and be heard, but also by providing them and the viewers an
online opportunity to interact, exchange, challenge, educate,
strengthen their own voice, and break their isolation. The online
exhibit, unfortunately, lacked the physical coming together of the
broad Cincinnati community, also the powerful and impacting effect of all the various messages for peace and justice, reflecting
so many aspects of life, all gathered under one roof. It gained,
however, in a wider dissemination, in a bigger sharing of the images and messages reflecting the voices of our local artists, allowed to grow repeatedly in the intimacy of people’s homes
It is hoped that SOS ART 2021, next year's art show and event,
will be back in person and that it will grow stronger with more
viewers, more participating artists bridging various art expressions, and more media exposure. May it also continue building
on previous years' solid basis and make its messages of peace,
justice, love, tolerance prevail and become part of Cincinnati’s
daily life.
This year, for the 1st time, SOS ART, in line with its mission to
promote the arts as vehicles for peace and justice, expanded its
base of local greater Cincinnati artists by presenting all American
Artists and Artists living in the United States the opportunity to add their voice to the dialogue on peace and justice
by producing miniprints representing their messages. Due also to the current COVID-19 pandemic crisis, participation in this 1st annual challenge and exhibit of USA Miniprints for Peace and Justice (2020) has been very limited. The exhibit was held online and its documentation can be seen at the end of this book.
Sincere thanks to everyone who, directly or indirectly, contributed to SOS ART 2020 and/or USA Miniprints for
Peace and Justice 2020's success and to the dissemination of their messages; in particular many thanks to all the
participating artists, students and children artists who added their voice to either of them.
Hope to see everyone in person next year at SOS ART 2021. Until then, please keep the messages of peace and
social justice loud and alive. With gratitude,
Saad Ghosn, SOS ART President and Organizer
(sosartcincinnati@gmail.com; sosartcincinnati.com)
PS. Please feel free to share this SOS ART 2020 and USA Miniprints for Peace and Justice 2020 documenting
book with family, friends and any other relevant venues. The voice of our artists is important and needs to reach
far and loud. May their messages of peace and justice grow in you, become enriched by your self and your own
perspective, and may they also trigger your own personal messages for a better world.
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ARTISTS
SOS ART 2020
Anthony Accrocco
Barbara Ahlbrand
Lauri Ann Aultman
Kevin Barbro
Mary Barr Rhodes
Julie Broxic (aka
Braucksick)
Henry Burdsall
Mindy Burger
Jeff Casto
Halena Cline
Kevin E Collander
Mo (Maureen) Conlan
Jim Conroy
Katie Curry
Holland Davidson
Sharmon Davidson
Drew Dubs
Ana England
Molly Fitzgerald
Gabrielle Fox
Dorothy Gehres
Fraembs
Saad Ghosn
Michael W Hensley
Devan Horton
William Howes
Larry Jones
Stephanie Jones
Marsha Karagheusian
Bob Kling
Cynthia Kukla
Tom Lohre
Thane Lorbach
Kirsten Malsam
Gloria Mcconnaghy
Martha Newfield
Samantha Niewierowski
Shannon O'deens
Matt Reed
Todd Reynolds
Patricia Clark Roper
Steve Schumacher
Marquel Scott
J. Michael Skaggs
Randall Slocum		
Tj Smith
John Smithmeyer
Fazilat Soukhakian
Ann Strauss
Jeff Sutherland

Ken Swinson
Tina Tammaro
Kim Rae Taylor
Janet Thomas
Joanie Weidner
R Sharon Wilson
Paul "Pablo" Wright
Stephen Wuesthoff
Clifton CRC
Corryville CRC
Goshen HS
Jarred Re
Madison Walter
Winton Woods HS
Dinari Abernathy
Kameila Crews
Mickell Fiador
Amari Johnson
La'tko Jordan
Raven Lynn
Brenda Maya-Galan
Imani Peyton
Jimmanhe Thomas

USA
MINIPRINTS
2020
T. Wiley Carr
Ilham Badreddine
Mahfouz
Zuhair Shaaouni
Gail Skudera
Janet Thomas
Jennifer Weigel
Carole Winters
Mary Woodworth
Paul "Pablo" Wright

e-Published in 2020
by Ghosn Publishing
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Anthony ACCROCCO
accrocco@yahoo.com

"Like a scene from an old horror
movie, coronavirus makes its diabolical attempt at world domination
- plunging mankind into levels of
unimaginable fear. Based on the
British idiom, 'Tempest in a Teapot'
reflects the notion of seemingly
devastating problems being exaggerated out of proportion. So often
in life, we keep ourselves locked in
traps, consumed by anger, 'blinded'
to see that there is a way out."
Anthony Accrocco is an artist from Dayton,
Oh. As a painter, he likes to tell stories using
bright colors and psychedelic imagery.
Covid-XIX
acrylic; 16x12"
Tempest in a Teapot
acrylic; 12x16"
Blind		
acrylic on canvas; 12x25"

Barbara AHLBRAND
b.ahlbrand@fuse.net

"Looking into the complex world of
genetics and how our defining qualities are written; game of high stakes,
the lottery of life. The rat, scorned by
man for centuries, has been instrumental in helping us unlock the inner
workings of our genome. 'Pockets' is
a commentary on the infamous year
2020 as the world deals with issues
ranging from global to microscopic.
It is sobering to consider homo sapiens. Where we came from, who we
are and where we’re going."
Barbara Ahlbrand, a Cincinnati artist has exhibited her work extensively locally and nationally.
Over the years she has won several awards.
Barbara's work is included in many public and
private collections.
Helix Dance		
mixed media on Arches paper; 42x30”
Pockets
wire, cement, latex paint, leaves, straw; 25x18x10"
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Lauri Ann AULTMAN
lapeaceart@gmail.com

"Someday I would love to see
baby sea turtles run to the ocean
in person. I am horrified by plastic
pollution and the amount of plastic
that sea turtles are eating. It is not
just the straws and bags. We must
change our ways. Every purchase
we make can be for nature if we
think environmentally responsibly."
Lauri Ann Aultman has been active with
SOS ART since 2006. She is a Community
Center Director with the Cincinnati Recreation
Commission and is passionate about youth,
social justice, health, and the environment.
Sea Turtle Hatchling
repurposed plastic materials; 2x7x6"

Kevin BARBRO

barbrokw@netscape.net

"My painting is about connections and
how so many problems we all face
concerning various issues including
armed conflicts and various disruptions fail to reach understanding without resorting to acts of violence. The
lines of communication are broken
and compassion and peace are never
reached."
Kevin Barbro was born and raised in Cincinnati,
Ohio. He attended the University of Cincinnati
where he received a BFA and also earned
a certificate in International Human Rights.
He completed his MFA from the University
of Arizona and currently lives and works in
Louisville, Kentucky. Kevin's studies of political
and social structures inform his work greatly.
His paintings, drawings, and installations have
been shown nationally.
Demise		
oil on canvas; 60x60”
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Mary BARR RHODES

mary@marybarrrhodes.com

"In these unprecedented times, the
illusion of democracy haunts us
daily."
Mary Barr Rhodes is a mixed media artist
who transmits light and love to all.
Illusion of Democracy (also shown detail)
mixed media; 18x24"

Julie BRAUCKSICK
jbroxic@cinci.rr.com

"'Stop the Madness' was begun in
November, when I drew a caricature of William Barr, as the Cheshire
Cat, from “Alice"s Adventures in
Wonderland”; it was completed while
watching the impeachment hearings. 'Zed & Alpha' are two kittens I
rescued, many years ago. A friend
adopted Zed and I adopted Alpha,
who was born without a sacrum.
They recently celebrated their 11th
birthday!"
Julie Braucksick (dba Julie Broxic) worked in
the Cincinnati area for over 50 years in many
fields; sculpture; graphic design; stained glass
window design; costume design; production
design; scenic artist; sign painter. Since 1995,
she has been creating and selling her original
work. Julie received first place at Hyde Park
Square Art Show in 2018.
STOP the MADNESS !!! (after John Tenniel)
ink & watercolor; 29x41"
Zed & Alpha		
hand-cut adhesive vinyl; 20x22"
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Henry BURDSALL

henry.burdsall@artacademy.edu

"'Being in Place' depicts a sense of
embracing reality and coming to terms
with knowing you're just a physical
being, in a place that is ever-changing. 'Praise the Sun' is a reflection
on how as human beings, while all
completely individual, we all require
the same basic needs that allow us to
function."
Henry Burdsall, an interdisciplinary artist, works
in illustration, collage, painting and digital. He
is currently a sophomore at the Art Academy
of Cincinnati studying illustration and painting.
Henry primarily focuses on illustrations that
depict other world imagery that combines a
strong connection with commonalities we're
presented with every day.
Being in Place		
pen, marker, and colored pencil; 14x11.5"
Praise the Sun 		
pen, marker, colored pencil; 11x17"

Mindy BURGER

mindymarieburger@gmail.com

"My two pieces were created at
the beginning of the quarantine as
a prayer and a meditation. At this
moment in human history when the
earth itself is struggling to breathe,
we are experiencing a global pandemic where the most devastating symptom is that one cannot
breathe. Now carbon emissions are
down 17% and our ability to cope
and recover seems to all center on
our breath."
Mindy Burger is a retired art teacher, lifelong
member of the Grail Movement, co-founder
of Scrap It Up Creative Reuse Center and
member of the Kennedy Heights Arts Center.
Breathe #1 & #2		
print/collage/colored pencil; 12x12" and 10x12"
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Jeff CASTO

jeff5.casto@gmail.com

"Fossils encapsulate a moment in
time. Our disregard for our natural
surroundings will no doubt produce
calamitous conditions for our environment. Our planet is becoming a
man-made fossil. In 'Borders and
Boundaries' fossilized spiders battling one another. Insects are a
vital part of our planet's ecosystem.
'Violent Enigma' depicts fossilized
roaches. It is a reminder that which
we do to the least of them, we ultimately do to ourselves."
Jeff Casto has been producing and exhibiting his artwork for over 35 years. He is a
graduate of the Art Academy of Cincinnati
(1987) and has an MFA from the University
of Cincinnati (1989). Jeff's art often combines, 2D and 3D medias - usually assemblages. It deals with environmental concerns
and questions the fate of humanity with its
current trajectory.
Borders and Boundaries		
Violent Enigma
mixed media assemblage; 30x24x2" and 14x11"

Halena V. CLINE

halenacline@gmail.com

"A connotation to historical events
that ended in devastation. A
Member of the Group ”Black Hand”,
in 1914, ignited the First World
War. In a symbolic way, that “Black
Hand“ has never left the scene.”
Halena V. Cline is a Cincinnati studio artist
who has exhibited her work locally, nationally and internationally, including in Ohio,
Kentucky, Alabama and Germany. In her
work she expresses concepts of her experiences and perceptions. Her paintings reflect
her personal points of view of current or
historical events.
Black Hand		
mixed media; 22x16”
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Kevin E COLLANDER
kcworkin@gmail.com

"What was meant to be an effectual outcome of the Potus45
Impeachment became a destructive
bane on our democracy. If one follows the words and statements of
fact throughout the process, one
knows the corrupted resolution of
justice achieved. It besmirches our
country. 'Corona' points to the biggest decision confronting us regarding COVID-19, manipulated, abused
and conflated by our inept, opportunistic Presidential Administration."
Kevin Collander fills his creative interests with
fine art painting, specializing in watercolor
media, illustrating and creative fiction writing.
SOS ART is a staple venue for him, for many
years now. He also contributes his artwork
to select 501C-3/Charitable organizations for
their fundraising functions.
Impeachment		
word docx, chalk, pencil; 7 Tabloids, each 11x17"
Corona
design marker, pencil; 8.5"x11"

Mo CONLAN

moconlan@aol.com

"My photo of an Alpaca herd
demonstrates the beauty of multiple colors and the peaceful amity
that can exist among all creatures
– of all colors. The bird figure
in 'Wake Up, Beautiful World' is
shouting an alarm to people to
Save our Beautiful World. As a
artist and human living in difficult
times, I dream of when peace will
flow like a river in all our lands."
Mo Conlan, a longtime artist, writer and
participant in SOS ART shows, is also a
member of Art4Artists. For many years
Mo was a journalist at the Cincinnati Post.
She makes art in various genres – paint
on canvas, collage, photo, paper, clay.
Together
photo; 8x10"
Wake Up, Beautiful World		
multi-media, paper, paint; 20x26"
Peace Flowing Like a River…. Hope
acrylic on canvas; 16x20"
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Jim CONROY

jconroy1594@gmail

"'Outside Eden' depicts a man
whom I saw resting on a milkcrate
with all his worldly possessions in
a shopping cart outside of a higher
end apartment building. 'The Grey'
represents a man sitting outside of
a department store on 5th street
and how people would walk past
him as if he didn't even exist."
Jim Conroy is a self-taught artist with work
currently showing at the Newport art gallery. Jim generally works in oil in a realistic
style with enough impressionist abstraction
to allow the viewer to impart their own emotions and experiences into the work.
Outside Eden
The Grey
oil on panel; 5x7" and oil on canvas; 20x16"

Katie CURRY

katie_p66andv@yahoo.com

		

"In recent years the effects of pollution and global warming have
decimated our oceans and no
matter what policies and regulations we put in place, protecting
these waters and their ecosystems
won’t come cheaply. Without the
pandemic 'Cell-estial' would be an
ironic look at our electronics and
commenting on placing them on an
unearned pedestal. Now, however,
they act as a savior for our work,
school, and relationships."
Katie Curry, a current student at Northern
Kentucky University studying Art Education,
lives in Florence with her parents and siblings. Katie really enjoys using art to make
political commentary and express her opinions.
Death of the Ocean
ceramic pit fire; 50x24x24"
Cell-estial (shown front and back)			
old cell phones and plaster; 16x12x8"
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Holland DAVIDSON

holland.davidson@icloud.com

“2020 started as a political battle
but turned into much more……”
Holland Davidson is a Cincinnati-based artist
originally from Florida. She is a charter member of the SOS ART community. Her work is
included in collections worldwide.
2020			
oil, watercolor and collage on canvas; 30x40”

Sharmon DAVIDSON

sharmon.davidson@gmail.com

"In 'Reliquary' I juxtapose a drawing
of a bird in flight over a background
of power plants and pollution. Below
is an antique engineering drawing, displaying in its 'niches' some
feathers and a tiny bone. It draws a
parallel with relics of Catholic saints,
memorials whose precious objects
hold spiritual power. In 'The End
of Innocence' the native girl, still
half wild but wearing a skirt, looks
around with dismay at the changes
that colonialism has brought to her
homeland, as the "civilized" girl
offers her a dead bird."
Sharmon Davidson, a mixed media artist,
uses mystical, dreamlike, nature-inspired
imagery to explore her belief in the interconnections in the universe. She has exhibited
widely throughout the eastern U.S., and her
work has been featured in numerous publications and prominent art websites.
Reliquary; The End of Innocence		
collage and mixed media; 17.5x11" and 13.75x9.75"
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Drew DUBS

drewdubsdesign@gmail.com

"Reap what you Sow (The Great
Misfortune) is a look at the proverbial state Donald Trump and his
lackeys have brought to the US and
its allies. The visceral imagery provokes the destructive and uncongenial nature of our president. The
image, however, also brings peace
and justice by informing the viewer
of the harmful nature of this president, supporting the idea of a better
tomorrow."
Cincinnati-based printmaker, Drew Dubs has
been honing his skills in etchings for the past
year. His passion for illustration and multiplicity has married into his love for printmaking.
Drew's use of printmaking grants the ability
to disseminate his work widely. His main
focus is to bring to light the political concerns
of our time.
Reap What You Sow (The Great Misfortune)
screen print; 24x18"

Ana ENGLAND

anaengland999@gmail.com

"In an era in which we seem to be
deaf to the opinions and concerns
of others, "Listen" encourages
humans and our primate kin to hear
each others voices, in the hope that
it will promote respect and peaceful
co-existence."
Ana England is a Professor Emeritus at
Northern Kentucky University where she
taught for 30 years. Her numerous exhibitions include "Ana England: Kinship" at the
Cincinnati Art Museum, The Weston Art
Gallery, the Clay Studio, Philadelphia, and
Miami University Art Museum. She has completed commissions for the Cincinnati Art
Museum, Fidelity Investments, NKU, and the
Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History.
Listen		
ceramic, wax, oil; 37"x87"x7"
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Molly FITZGERALD
mollyfitzgerald@fuse.net

"My work is a reflection of my years
of studying buddhism. It uses my
own design to interpret the everlasting love/peace pulsating through
the universe, permeating and manifesting in all beings. It expresses
my longing to combine my spiritual
quest with my creative and artistic
nature. As I leave the meditation
cushion, my goal is to emerge with
an ever increasing peaceful mind
and to be able to share its benefits
with others."
Molly Fitzgerald is an artist who idealistically
conveys her inner cultivation of peace and
love onto the external canvas for all others
to enjoy.
Live With a Compassionate Heart		
The Compassionate Heart		
The Emerging Face of Peaceful
Contemplation
acrylic on canvas; 18x24"; 12x12" and 18”x24”

Gabrielle FOX

fox4book@gmail.com

"The imagery created of the removal of
the cake’s top layer reflects the destructiveness of mountain top mining."
Gabrielle Fox is a bookbinder based inCincinnati.
She travels to care for collections and teach and
her work is represented in many private, public
and academic collections. Gabrielle’s bindings
explore structure, are full of color and invite examination.
The Cumberlands
leather bound book; 9x5.25x0,75”
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Dorothy Gehres FRAEMBS
dorothyfraembs@fuse.net

“'Your vote' is your voice. Will you
throw it away? The right to vote
is priceless. 'COVID-19' is on the
attack all over the world."
Dorothy Gehres Fraembs is ninety-two years
old and still can’t stop using art as her soap
box and her antidote for frustration.
Do You Vote?
Pandemic Dart Board
computer assisted drawing; 11x8.5" and 8.5x11”

Saad GHOSN

saad.ghosn@uc.edu

"The policies of our government
are contributing to the destruction
of our environment and to a broad
dissemination of hatred and violence which could lead to the death
of the human race and the disappearance of our planet. It is sad to
see an influential 'Devil Among Us'
contributing to hatred, lies, immoral
values, violence. Sadly this devil in
control is recruiting a whole herd of
blind and submissive devils who,
otherwise, could use their innate
good qualities to better this world."

We Destroy the World
The Devil Among Us
woodcut print on Rives BFK; 30x22"
and 22x30"
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Saad Ghosn, a native of Lebanon, has lived
in Cincinnati since 1985. A retired medical
professional and educator, he uses visual
and spoken art to express himself and his
sociopolitical views. He is the founder and
president of ‘SOS ART’ and the editor and
publisher of the yearly ‘For a Better World,
Poems and Drawings on Peace and Justice
by Greater Cincinnati Artists’. Saad has
written about many of Cincinnati’s Artists
Activists including in his book “Greater
Cincinnati Artists as Activists.”

Michael W HENSLEY
mwhensley56@gmail.com

"Women must stand together as
sisters to face the uncertain times
ahead. They must embrace their
feelings, intuition and inner strength
and raise up above those that
would hold them down, leading us
all to a better world."
For forty years Michael W Hensley put his
artistic passion on hold as he worked his
way through a career in advertising, founding an agency that today is called GYRO.
He was given the opportunity to collaborate
with amazingly creative people in Europe
and Asia in support of some of the largest
and most beloved brands in the world. He is
glad for his time in advertising, but also glad
to be out of it. Michael now attacks every
day and every painting with the energy of an
emerging artist. That energy is powered by
those 40 years of pent-up artistic desire and
a world-wide base of experiences.
Sisters In Arms (also shown detail)
acrylic on stretched canvas; 20x60"

Devan HORTON

devanhortonart@gmail.com;
devanhorton.com

"We relentlessly take from our
planet in order to make our experience more pleasurable, but what
happens when nothing gets replenished? The only thing we have to
offer are the plastics and materials
we have thrown out. 'Bounty' is the
ghost of a family meal; frozen in
time like the waste materials we
use in our food packaging. A horrible addiction can turn into bad
habits, but what harm can just one
cigarette do? Our morning routines
are vital to us, but at what cost?"
Devan Horton is an oil painter working in
Northern Kentucky and her newest series
"Penchant" confronts our culture's obsession
with consumption and waste. Each painting
features a foreboding pile of trash which
relates to a tradition or ritual imbedded in
our daily lives and society.
Offer; Bounty; Flick;			
I'm Not Human Until I've Had My Coffee
oil on canvas; 30x40"; 40x30"; 20x20" and 20x20"
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William HOWES

howes.life@yahoo.com

"The 'Lost Star' before photo shows
the three flat apartment building, built in the early 1900's on
Erkenbrecher Avenue (Avondale),
which was used as the residence
of Jesse Hallam in the Movie, The
Pride of Jesse Hallam, 1981 starring Johnny Cash. The 'Lost Star'
after photo documents its tearing
down. One of the casualties of
what little remains of Erkenbrecher
Avenue. This lady's face was
removed from her 'Hannaford
house'. Where did she go? Has
anyone seen her?"
William Howes is a native of Cincinnati who
graduated from the University of Cincinnati
with a degree in Industrial Design. William is
interested in architecture, photography and
gardening.
Lost Star (before and after)		
Hannaford House, Avondale (before and after)
digital photography; 17x11" and 11x17"; 17x17"
and 17x11"

Larry JONES
lejones_99@yahoo.com

"My photographs are of: i) a hearse,
campers, and a trailer parked in
an industrial area where otherwise
homeless people live. ii) two young
ladies holding signs at a women's
march in Oakland, California. iii) two
seemingly rich people holding a protest sign at an anti trump rally. iv)
mural taken in an alley in downtown
Cincinnati (artist unknown). v) and
vi) crowd at 2020 Women's March
in Cincinnati."
Larry Jones was born in Cincinnati and
graduated from its University. He previously
created constructions and sculptures but
is currently limited to photography. Larry
lived in the San Francisco Bay Area for 11
years where he photographed street art and
events. Having returned to Cincinnati about
two years ago, he continues doing the same.
San Francisco Bedroom Community;
Super Callous; Huddled Billionaires; Hugging;
Toddler In Chief; We Need To Talk About The
Elephant In The Womb
photography; 11x14" or 14x11"
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Stephanie JONES

stephaniejones@verizon.net

"Venturing out only for shopping,
quietly pushing our carts past empty
shelves, our masks firmly in place,
avoiding eye contact, communicating with nods and simple gestures
… remind you of anything?"
Lawyer, writer, former Obama and Clinton
administration official, saver of starfish…
Stephanie Jones recently began painting
after retiring from government.
Ofcovid
oil on panel; 10x8"

Marsha KARAGHEUSIAN
karagheusianm@xavier.edu

"My 2 bas-reliefs reference the
1915 Armenian Genocide, the first
Genocide of the 20th c. which to
this day is denied by the Turkish
government, as well as some in the
United States government."
Marsha Karagheusian holds BS, BFA
and MFA degrees in Ceramics and Art
Education. She has been a Professor in the
Department of Art at Xavier University for
over three decades where she teaches all
levels of Ceramics (handbuilding and wheel
throwing) as well as Art Education. Presently
concentrating in figurative sculpture and tile
work in ceramic earthenware clay, Marsha
exhibits in international, national, regional,
local and on-line venues.
Masis•Ararat Rising		
Garden of Stone		
ceramic earthenware clay; 12x19” and 19x13”
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Bob KLING &
Thane LORBACH
rkling@cinci.rr.com

"Empathy is an association with
another person or even another
object whereby a fuller understanding is achieved."
Thane Lorbach is a master carpenter and
Bob Kling is a sculptor, so there is much in
common and yet their different approaches
yield uncommon insights and unique solutions aimed at the interesting.
Empathy		
pvc; 27x18x9.5”

Cynthia KUKLA

cynthiakukla@yahoo.com;
cynthiakukla.com

"My first 'Altar of Peace' is silver
leafed and painted with figures from
the surviving Aras Pacis in Rome.
Each of the 200 dried rose bouquets
laid before it symbolizes a loss,
equal to the current number of mass
shooting victims in the USA. My
Installation shows ancient figures,
ancient vases and an array of tree
branches from which we try to see
into and learn from the past; which
regretfully we usually do not do."
Cynthia M. Kukla is a studio artist whose art
works are in collections in the United States
and Europe. Her artwork is exhibited on four
continents. She is a member of the Watercolor
Honor Society of America and served on their
national board. She writes about art for the
online art journal Aeqai.
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Ara Pacis – Altar of Peace
Arcadia I (above altar)		
book aluminum leaf on wood, pigment, watercolor on
paper, vases, flowers, crystals; 48x67x84"
acrylic on canvas, mixed media; 55x67"

Tom LOHRE

tom@tomlohre.com

"2:21 p.m. April 23, 2020, Jordan
Ware was found dead from a gunshot wound at Irving and Forest
near the playground between Vine
and the Zoo. A print of this portrait
will be placed at the site. I have
many Sidewalk Shrine Portraits
all over Cincinnati, a gesture that
means a lot to the family and brings
hope to a tragedy. The family
receives the original art."
After graduating from Northern Kentucky
University with a major in Communications
and a minor in painting Tom moved to New
York City and worked on Madison Ave. It
lasted a year till he started painting formal
old master portraits for a living. He still
paints old master portraits but developed
this manner that is truly his own.
Jordan Ware		
oil pastel on metal; 10x8"

Kirsten MALSAM

malsamke@mail.uc.edu

"'Plant Kindness, Grow Peace'
depicts my belief that small actions
of love can change the world. By
showing kindness and respect to
others, or planting seeds, we can
change another’s perspective and
cultivate a culture of peace. The
individual in this picture has seen
many acts of love and has sprouted
lavender, a plant of peace. They will
carry this with them as they move
through the world."
Kirsten Malsam is a senior at the University
of Cincinnati majoring in Communication
Sciences and Disorders with the goal of
becoming a pediatric Speech Language
Pathologist. Kirsten is also getting a minor in
psychology and a certificate for pre-art therapy and she hopes to use art in a beneficial
way when working with kids.
Plant Kindness, Grow Peace		
ink on bristol; 11x14"
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Gloria MCCONNAGHY
gloriamcconnaghy@twc.com

"My piece, in rememberance of all
killed by gun violence, was triggered by sadness due to the news
of all the deaths by the hands of
gun-owners."
Gloria McConnaghy has had several careers
in the health field, retailing, illustration and
fine art. While working in international public health with the Peace Corps and Save
The Children, she lived in South America,
South Pacific and Asia... The folk art, crafts
and religious art of the people inspired and
influenced her own work. Gloria has enjoyed
exhibiting in the SOS ART show almost
every year since its beginning, as well as
other shows and venues.
Valentine for the Dead 		
felt, cloth flowers, crystals; 3 dimential wall hanging; 18x18x2"

Martha NEWFIELD

mnewfield4u@gmail.com

"The Tomato Frog in Madagasgar
is highly endangered due to habitat loss. Jungle environment is
destroyed to create plantations for
cash crops. Not only are the indigenous plants/animals destroyed,
but the jungle floor is vunerable to
vectors and pathogens that now
have no natural enemies to keep
them in check.Some scientists now
believe that the present pandemic
is from vectors released from the
destruction of the rain forest of
south America."
Martha Newfield has a BA in Art and English
from Baylor University and a MFA in Jewelry/
Ceramics/Art History from University in NM.
She had addtional studies in painting/drawing at UGA in GA. Martha had a one person
show at the YWCA in Cincinnati in 2009. Her
jewelry is at the Cockerill Gallery in Hyde
Park, Cincinnati.
Mortal Threat (also shown detail)		
acylic; 24x96"
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Samantha NIEWIEROWSKI
niewiesm@mail.uc.edu

"It is evident that the current pandemic will shape not only day to
day life, but also social behavior
and cultural values. It’s becoming
increasingly apparent that Arts and
culture will suffer due to the mismanagement of the crisis. But as
a collective we can support each
other, and flourish together, and
persevere. Together we will get
through this."
Samantha Niewierowski is a Paleo Artist,
and an aspiring paleontologist, studying
Geology and Fine Arts at the University of
Cincinnati. She collects rocks- fossils her
favorite, and lately started a mineral collection. Samantha is active as the president of
UC’s Geology club. She has a passion for
the Geosciences, and dreams of making
information about it more easily available
and understandable.
Death of the Art
Survival of the Arts
bone, acrylic; 4x20x6" and 3x4x2.5"

Shannon O'DEENS

shannonodeens@gmail.com

"My tryptic aims to capture trauma
and its painful after effects. It calls
for acceptance and understanding. It is at its core hopeful for the
future. The abstract idea of memory
inspired 'Where Nightmares Meet
Daydreams'. How memories change
and affect us but also how we are
made up of every experience in our
lives. My piece explores the subconscious and what it means to be
human."
Shannon O'Deens is a multi-media artist and
student at the University of Cincinnati, DAAP.
Her area of focus is painting though much of
her work tends to bleed into other mediums.
Shannon's work deals with themes of identity,
memory, and capturing feelings or moments
in time.
Inescapable Dreaming
acrylic, collage, and pastel on paper; 19x48”
Where Nightmares Meet Daydreams		
screenprint; 14.25x11.25”
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Matt REED

xredmenacex@hotmail.com

"Nothing is more important than our
lives, and the economy should not
take precedence over public health.
Support universal health care, stay
home during the pandemic if you
can, and wear a mask if you must
go out."
Matt Reed is an artist, educator, and radical
leftist currently living in Cincinnati, OH. His
work has appeared in galleries in Cincinnati,
Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, and Munich. His
illustrations have been used for magazines,
books, t-shirts, and music album covers.
Protect Public Health
digital art; 12x8"

Todd REYNOLDS
"I had been wanting to paint the
plaster head molds in my bathroom.
When the coronavirus surfaced this
March and the toilet paper shortage
arrived I thought I could create an
allegorical painting about this current event. Thick impasto paint was
applied to sculpt the image from
life. I incorporated the two subjects
into one and this diptych is the
result, with irony playing a part in
the pieces' theme."
Todd Reynolds, born in Cincinnati, lives in
Southeastern Ohio. He holds an MFA from
Ohio University and paints in both oils and
watercolors. He has received several Ohio
Art's Council Individual Artist Grants and
his work has been shown widely in both
solo and group exhibitions. Recently, Todd
had work in the London Erotic Exhibition,
London, England.
Face Mask and Toilet Paper (also shown details)
oil on canvas (diptych); 15x44"
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Patricia Clark ROPER
clarkroperp@gmail.com

"Who decides which plants are
flowers and which are weeds -or
who is worthy and who merits life in
the creeping shadow of fear?"
Patricia Clark Roper is an artist and educator who has lived and worked in Colombia
and Spain and has taught Spanish – or in
Spanish – at the elementary, high school,
university, and adult education levels.
Dandelions & Thistles
acrylic on canvas; 36x36”

Steve SCHUMACHER

schumachersteve57@gmail.com;
@schumachersteve57 (instagram)

"This tableau brings together 3 iconic
actions during the COVID-19 crisis.
Let's celebrate the courage and determination of healthcare workers across
the world & sing for humanity!"
Steve Schumacher's current show, being his 4th
in Connecticut, has been closed due to COVID19. Besides acrylic and watercolor painting, Steve
is also a screen printer and mixed media artist.
He has exhibited at the SOS ART show for 10
years.
The Choir, The Witnesses, & The Sentinel		
acrylic on canvas; 20x16"
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Marquel SCOTT

scottmar945@gmail.com

"'Self Obstruct' captures the inner
feeling of my environment. As half
of the human's face is robotically
broken, the face seems to use its
special abilities to uplift itself. I created 'We Matter Too' specially for
all women, using a white face and
black hair with colors to differentiate our women. At the bottom of
the canvas lies the universal quote,
brought to life as it applies to
women."
Marquel Scott started off young when he
developed the love for art. He would just
pick up a pencil and create anything that
struck him first. He has participated in art
competitions and the odds were often in his
favor. Marquel's art mostly describes him
or his personal environment, coming from
Cincinnati, OH.
Self Obstruct
We Matter Too
mixed media; 40x30” and 30x24”

J. Michael SKAGGS
rohoboz@aol.com

"My photos are of the Rankin House
Underground Railroad in Ripley, OH
across the Ohio river, of the river,
and of Dover, KY from the Rankin
House. Thry show the last 3 miles
to liberation for the slaves escaping
from the south to the north."
J. Michael Skaggs is a Lecturer in
Communication Studies, College of
Informatics at Northern Kentucky University.
His photography has appeared in Black &
White Magazine, Licking River Review and is
in the collections of the Ft. Wayne Museum
of Art and National City Bank. Michael also
coordinates the photography exhibitions in
the COI Advising Center Gallery at NKU. His
has 3 books, Americans Revisited Volume I
from Edgecliff Press (2008), What Pain Does
(with poet Megan D. Henson), Dos Madres
Press (2017), and Invisible Woman (with
poet Megan D. Henson) Dos Madres Press
(Forthcoming 2020).
Slaves View of Rankin House
Underground Railroad from Dover KY
Slaves View of Dover, KY from
Rankin House Underground Railroad
Rankin House Underground Railroad
color photography; each 24x36" hd metal print
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Randall SLOCUM

ohiovalleyarts@gmail.com

"An update of the classic Rosie the
Riveter to honor the Nurses on the
front."
Randall Slocum is an Artist and Civil
Servant who holds a BFA and MFA from the
University of Cincinnati DAAP.
We Can Do It 2020		
digital illustration and print; 20”x16”

TJ SMITH

urban.abstracts1@gmail.com

"With all that is going on in the
world we can still find a quiet,
peaceful place within ourselves to
dwell on the positive and reflect on
the love we share for all humanity.
If we do not learn from the past we
are destined to repeat it."
TJ Smith is a self taught abstract artist who
lives in Cincinnati originally from SE Ohio
and a graduate of Ohio University.
Peace Amidst Chaos
History Repeated		
acrylic; 20x24" and 20x16"
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John SMITHMEYER
smithmeyerj@xavier.edu

"'Philosopher’s Eye' is a statement about the universal lesson
of balance, and other philosophical groundings. My self-portrait is
'Me" reflecting on the current status
of the world. 'Serenity' depicts a
person at complete peace with the
world."
John Smithmeyer is a Cincinnati local selftaught illustrator. He studies Philosophy and
German at Xavier university. He can often
be found contemplating about simulation
theory somewhere on UC’s campus.
Philosopher’s Eye
pen and watercolor; 18x24"
Me
sharpie and pen on paper; 11x 8"
Serenity
watercolor on paper; 20x16"

Fazilat SOUKHAKIAN

fazilat.soukhakian@gmail.com

"The new generation of LGBTQ+
Mormons in Utah is changing
the course of its historic struggle
between their sexual identity and
the conflicts with their religious
beliefs, by publicly acting on their
sexuality while some of them still
practice their faith. They are determined in their pursuit of love, each
taking their own path by either
enduring the scrutiny of their surroundings or taking a step away
from the Church."

Queer In Utah:
Heather & Sariah;
Riley & Brock
pigmented archival
inkjet print; each
16x24"
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Fazilat Soukhakian is an Iranian artist,
photographer and scholar, who received
a BFA in Photography from the University
of Teheran, in Iran, and a MFA, and Ph.D
in Architectural History and Visual Studies
from the the University of Cincinnati/DAAP.
Fazilat transitioned into the world of academics, complementing her art practice,
and is currently an Assistant Professor of
Photography at the Caine College of the Arts
at Utah State University. Her work reflects
on contemporary issues concerning gender
inequality, gender segregation, and the loss
of national identity.

Ann STRAUSS

strausanne@gmail.com

"Hornbills in West Africa are honored as messengers from the gods
to mankind. They have been transformed from masks to wall sculptures and offer blessings from the
spirit world which are welcome and
needed today."
Archaeology and tribal designs are Ann
Strauss' inspiration. In her life, she has been
a sculptor, painter, fiber artist, welder, jewelry designer, artist and craftsman. As ancient
wisdom of the world is being ignored, Ann
seeks to offer it in a new modern perspective.
Members of the Hornbills:
Sunny, Chicky, Rebel, Freckles
mixed media sculpture; each 5'9"x12"x4"

Jeff SUTHERLAND

flyingjeffsutherland@gmail.com

"Grace is ghosted by greed. Pleasant
days are gone."
Jeff Sutherland is an Art Academy of
Cincinnati Alumnus who earned his BFA in 2000.
He is a self employed artist. Jeff has been spending most of his days looking under rocks and he is
amazed by how little he always seems to find. For
him value is attributed once weighed against possible contenders and he finds the process rewarding and just.
Greed Ghosted Grace		
Shadow of a Pleasant Day
mixed medium; 25x20" and 34x20"
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Ken SWINSON

ken@kenswinson.com

"'We will get through this together'
is what the Governor of Kentucky
says at the beginning of every
Coronavirus update. I believe in
the importance of community and
this idea is true all the time, not
just during pandemics. Not being
able to be with my friends and
loved ones in person, I made this
woodcut notecard to spread comfort and optimism during this scary
pandemic."
Ken Swinson is a printmaker who lives in
rural Kentucky. His recent studies in Mexico
were an inspiration to use traditional printmaking as a tool to advance cross cultural
understanding and arts in rural spaces.
Anyone interested can visit Ken and print
with him at his co-op print studio, the log
cabin print shop, in Old Washington, KY.
We Will Get Through This Together		
woodcut; 4.5x6"

Tina TAMMARO

tina-tammaro.com;
@tina_tammaro (instagram)

"Unusual for me to make a painting that is so much about a specific moment in time. BUT, when
it keeps me up too many nights in
a row, it must be addressed. This
Swamp must be drained."
Tina Tammaro is a figurative oil painter living in Cincinnati. She has shown her work
extensively, regionally and nationally and
has won numerous regional art grants. For
over 25 years she has given lectures on art
history and contemporary art and has been
published in a number of international and
national art periodicals. Tina teaches painting and drawing in her studio and welcomes
new students.
The Swamp 		
oil on canvas; 24x36"
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Kim Rae TAYLOR
kraetaylor@mac.com

"This is a pen and ink sketch of
Lucy Stone, a 19th century suffragist, abolitionist and women's
rights activist. It's part of a portfolio
I'm creating to commemorate the
100-year anniversary of the 19th
amendment."
Kim Rae Taylor is a visual artist, designer,
and educator where she serves as Associate
Professor of Fine Art for the University of
Cincinnati. During the pandemic she has
been drawing a lot of pen and ink portraits.
Lucy		
pen and ink; 7x5"

Janet THOMAS

saylerpark@aol.com

"My chine colle collagraph
'Detenida' assembled and stitched
on handmade paper is a response
to the government's mandate to
separate immigrant children from
their family along the border, causing them loss of spirit and trauma.
'Me Too' is a statement about the
bleating, suffering sound of women
crying for respect. It became a
national movement of women gaining strength as a flock, unwavering
in their desire to be heard."
Jan Thomas has been both an art educator
and working artist in Cincinnati for over forty
years. As an eclectic fiber artist and printmaker with a penchant for assemblage, Jan
creates pieces that reflect her concern for
issues facing women and families.
Detenida 		
etching mounted on collagraph with walnut dyed
handmade paper backing; 14x14"
Me Too		
fiber; 10x12x4"
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Joanie WEIDNER
joanie@cinci.rr.com

"'The Word Peace', a word to
ponder and explore. A word worth
searching for. There is a 'Gateway'.
Close your eyes and walk through it
daily. Over time it will quietly reveal
the peace that is you."
Joanie Weidner has been creating mini collages for 6 years, involved creatively for
most of her adult life. The intention of her
art is to invoke curiosity and wonder. She
is a member of the Kennedy Heights Art
Center Collective and won first place in the
2019 Mariemont art and craft show. Her collages are for sale on Etsy, Cincinnati Civic
Garden Center, Matthew 25 gift shop, and
the KHAC.
The Word
Gateway
paper on canvas; each 3x3"

R. Sharon WILSON

rswilson1282@gmail. com

"Among the tangled vines where
once a sweet democracy struggled
to grow a devil lurks."
R. Sharon Wilson is a professional fine art
photographer who studied at Rochester
Institute of Technology in New York. She is
a member of the Art4Artists women's art collaborative.
Devil in the Rose Garden		
clay; 10x10"
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Paul "Pablo" WRIGHT

pablo.wright@gmail.com; anti-robot.org

"Two volumes, and their display, of
printed card decks containing brief
messsages designed to spark ideas
for creating art with social import."
Paul “Pablo” Wright is an artist who has
been working in various mediums since he
was a small child. From a purely artistic
standpoint, he is a muralist working mostly
in acrylics and spray paint. He enjoys creating abstract art using shades, tones
and lots and lots of dots. There is also an
overtly political side to Paul (see anti-robot.
org) who creates books and linoleum block
prints reflecting political angst using a Robot
theme.
Oblique Strategies for Peace and Justice Card
Decks
playing card deck; 2 different decks, each
0.25"x3.5"x2"
Oblique Strategies for Peace and Justice Card
Decks Display		
cards, spray paint on window; 19x36x2"

Stephen WUESTHOFF
steve@blueskysketch.com

"'Blue Sky Red Sky' is a look at
the year 2020 through the actions
of 2 animated characters. It represents the pulse of the country
through the events that have taken
place and are continuing to unfold,
namely: the House Hearings
on Impeachment, the Senate
Impeachment Trial, the Covid 19
Pandemic, the George Floyd uprising..."
Stephen Wuesthoff is a local industrial
designer, a toy designer at Kenner/Hasbro
for 13 years (1984-1997), a curator of
Window of Opportunity gallery in Cincinnati
(1995-2003). Inquiries at blueskysketch.com
Blue Sky Red Sky		
animation a .mp4 file; screen size

Copy and paste this link in your browser to VIEW THE VIDEO
on our youtube channel: https://youtu.be/6SlAl6kf8iE
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Children, Schools and Groups SOS ART
Starting in 2005, schools have been invited to participate in SOS ART in order to create a
children's component to the event and add children's perspectives and voices on peace and
justice. Art teachers willing to participate in the project are asked to engage their school children during the year to think about issues of peace and justice and to help them provide their
own visual statements. Private and public schools of various socio-economic backgrounds,
after school programs and children of all grades are included. In addition to adding children's
voices to the event, children SOS ART presents an opportunity to schools, school children
and their parents to view the entire show, participate in the 10 day event and contribute to the
ongoing dialogue on peace and justice.
This year, unfortunately and due to the COVID-19 pandemic that closed schools and required
social isolation as of March, schools, for the most part, were not able to participate. Two high
schools, however, and two after school programs did participate in the online exhibit.
Below are succinct information provided by the respective art teachers and group coordinators about the activity and its outcome, as well as the pictures of the art produced and exhibited during SOS ART.

CLIFTON CENTER CRC
clifton@cincinnati-oh.gov

"CRC Clifton Center after school staff
and children (ages 6-12), worked
on the peace and justice theme in
February, 2020 and reflected upon
inspirational quotes from Martin Luther
King Jr to create a large art work to
exhibit in the center lobby. After making their own individual "I have a
Dream..." quotes and wish statements,
the children worked with CRC center
recreation leaders to collaborate on the
larger canvas using acrylic paints."
Clifton Center CRC staff is dedicated to providing
arts experiences to the children participating in
the before and after school programs. Recreation
leaders and center directors encourage creativity
and self expression in a variety of opportunities including individual and group art projects.
Participation in the SOS ART show also allows
the young artists to exhibit their art works and
participate in a valuable outreach community
experience.
I have a Dream, MLK Jr. quote		
acrylic paints on cotton canvas; 30x30"
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CORRYVILLE CENTER CRC
corryville@cincinnati-oh.gov

"Mary Kelley Sizemore, CRC
Pleasant Ridge Community Center
Director, artist and essential staff
working at a temporary emergency
licence COVID19 response center,
provided inspiration and art supplies to the first responders' children attending the day care center
at Corryville Center. Parents and
guardians eligible to register for the
program continue working as CRC
and the Hamilton County Job &
Family Services program allow the
children (ages 6-12 not at school
due to the pandemic) an artistic
outlet during these most uncertain
times. Using hand and fingerprints
they created a large "a piece of our
peaceful response" mural that all
visitors can enjoy and reflect upon."
A Piece of Our Peaceful Response (also
shown detail)
tempera paint on paper; 36x96"

GOSHEN HIGH SCHOOL
nataliejeannephoto@gmail.com

Jarred RE is an ambitious photographer
from a small town just north of Cincinnati,
whose work is focused on providing knowledge and awareness of problems our world
faces day in and day out. He hopes his work
inspires and motivates to make a change.
"Nearly 40 million people right now
are living in poverty. We should
always help those in need; we never
know what they are going through."
40 million; I Need Help
b&w photography; each 8x10"

Madison WALTER has been a creative since she was a child and has been
developing her artistic skills for many years
now. It is her way of shedding light on social
issues close to her heart.
"My images aim to bring child
neglect and abuse to light. When
we witness abuse we need to get
involved. Child abuse is a serious
problem that resulted in 1,750 child
fatalities in the U.S. in 2016.”

Hurt; Alone
b&w photography; 8x10" and 10x8"
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WINTON WOODS HIGH SCHOOL
smarda.megan@wintonwoods.org

Winton Woods City Schools partnered with the National
Underground Railroad Freedom Center in its 'Gifted and
Talented Introduction to Art' for ninth grade students to focus
on projects upon the theme of “Freedom.” Under the guidance of art teacher Megan Smarda, students explored “what
freedom meant to them." They researched, investigated,
thought in-depth about the question and created artistic solutions to their thoughts. The project became personal for the
students and sparked great passion in them.

Dinari ABERNATHY
"I used Martin Luther King Jr. for my painting
because he represents freedom, peace and justice. He wanted to end racism, segregation and
racial discrimination so that all people can live
together in peace."
Superman
watercolor and colored pencil; 18x24"

Kameila CREWS
"As a product of an interracial marriage, my art
aims to represent interracial rights and show
peace, freedom, and justice in these unions. The
ribbon represents a fragile union between the
three of us in my family."
Inter-racial Freedoms
colored pencil and graphite; 12x15"

Mickell FIADOR
"In 'The Fight' every part has a different meaning. The outreached hand represents a dominantly male run government with control over
women's rights. With each hand comes an orb
which represents unequal payroll, control over
tampon tax and abortion, issues at the center of
women's rights."
The Fight
watercolor and colored pencil, 18x24"

Amari JOHNSON
"As a person of color, I feel that there are many
more barriers and social stigmas that prevent
us from truly living the ‘American Dream’, not
excluding police brutality. African Americans are
always “guilty until proven innocent”. This leads
to stereotypes and stigmas, and not seeing the
real person."
American Dream 		
mixed media, 20x20"
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WINTON WOODS HIGH SCHOOL (Ctd)
La'tko JORDAN
"All races go through similar struggles of racism. I was inspired by the “Hands Across
America” movement which states that despite
our differences we can still come together."
Struggles		
acrylic paint on canvas; 12x16"

Raven LYNN
"My art piece represents equality between
White, Black, Hispanic, and Asian, yet embraces the differences. I witnessed many racial
inequalities and discrimination in the world, also
inequality between men and women. My piece
depicts the world I want to live in, where we are
all equal no matter skin color or gender."
Congruent
acrylic on canvas; 12x16"

Brenda MAYA-GALAN
"My art piece focuses on the concepts of freedom, peace and justice. It represents unfair and
unequal jail sentencing between the sexes for
comparable crimes."
10 for 2 or 2 for 10?		
marker and colored pencil; 18x24"

Imani PEYTON
"Nipsey Hussle, a rapper, a father, son, brother
and an inspiration to the millions, turned his life
and career around from being on the streets, to
bringing his earnings and knowledge to support
the very streets of Los Angeles he grew up in.
Nipsey was badly assassinated March 2019."
Nipsey		
acrylic paint on canvas; 12x16"

Jimmanhe THOMAS
"My piece addresses the issue of rising homelessness in America: In January 2018, 552,830
people were counted as homeless, 35% of
them (194,467), unsheltered. On a single night
0.2 percent of the U.S. population is homeless,
or 17 people per 10,000.”
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It Could Happen to You		
watercolor; 18x24"

USA MINIPRINTS for PEACE and JUSTICE 2020
In line with its mission to promote the arts as vehicles for peace and justice, SOS ART this
year wanted to expand its base of local greater Cincinnati artists and present the opportunity
to all American Artists and Artists living in the United States to add their voice to the dialogue
and debate on peace and justice by producing miniprints representing their messages.
Due to the current COVID-19 pandemic crisis, participation in this 1st annual challenge and
exhibit of USA Miniprints for Peace and Justice (2020) has been, unfortunately, very limited.
The exhibit has also been held online due to the current social distancing situation.
It is hoped, however, that more artists will add their voice to it in future years and that it will
become a positive and dynamic forum not only to share voices and messages of artists of
all over America on peace and justice, but also to help create a community of artists who will
know each other, connect and collaborate for a better world.
To the artists who participated this year our greatest gratitude, and our sincere hope to see
them add again their voice next year.
Note: Even though the submitted artworks of two artists did not qualify as traditional technique prints as per the criteria of the show, an exception was made to include them, nevertheless, here.

T. Wiley CARR
twileyc@mac.com

"A dream-inspired image, with utilization of water based fluorescent
and phosphorescent inks. The final
layer of ink glows in the dark; A
print of hope; light in the darkness
~ of peace (and justice; for all)"
T. Wiley Carr lives in Westbrook, CT. He
has a BFA (1985) and MFA in Painting &
Printmaking (1987) from Indiana University.
Originally from Indiana, he is currently
Professor of Art (Painting & Printmaking)
at Southern Connecticut State University in
New Haven, CT.
pax et justia
linoleum reduction print, 3 colors; 10x10", image
6x6"
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Ilham Badreddine MAHFOUZ
ilham.art@gmail.com; artistilham.com

"We need world peace in order to
save humanity."
Ilham Badreddine Mahfouz, a Syrian
American artist living in West Bloomfield,
MI, is a graduate of Eastern Michigan
University, with a BFA in ceramic and painting, and a minor in art history. She has won
several awards and her artwork is in the
Arab American museum, Dearborn, MI; in
the New Art museum, Armada, MI; and in
the Amnesty International human rights cell
museum, Denmark. Ilham has participated
in 13 solo art exhibits and in over 100 group
exhibits nationally and internationally. Her
work is motivated by world peace.
Peace, World Peace 			
acrylic on canvas print; 10x10", image 6" diameter

Zuhair SHAAOUNI

zuhairshaaouni@gmail.com

"This City Square in Baghdad is
devoted to the cries of freedom.
Songs, music, deaf statues, people
all speak of freedome and peace.
Iraqi youth uprised for change, in
their desire for peace and justice. A
large monument stands in Central
Baghdad called "The Freedom
Monument." It stands for peace and
justice to prevail in this world of
ours."
Zuhair Shaaouni lives in Venice, FL. He is
an American of Iraqi origin, who has lived
in the USA for decades now. Iraq, his country of origin, a land saturated with ancient
history and giant civilizations, influenced
him to become a craftsman and a painter.
After receiving a degree in Fine Arts, Zuhair
taught art in Baghdad. He has participated
in many International Art Fairs and Art
Galleries all over the world.
Long Live Iraq October 29, 2019
Liberation Square November 28, 2019
Peace on Earth. December 18, 2019
mixed media; each 10x10", image 6x6"
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Gail SKUDERA

gailskudera@gmail.com; gailskudera.net

"I am inspired by the beauty of the
natural world and our relationship
to it. A hummingbird interacts with
hidden imagery and a heart shape
emerges to remind us of what really
matters. Pattern and memory connect us to a distant past and a hummingbird is a messenger of hope.
A hummingbird caught up in the
rhythm and movement of its own
surroundings remains free within its
own boundaries."
Gail Skudera lives in Lewiston, ME. She has
a background in weaving and textile printing. Recently, she has begun to work with
printmaking processes such as intaglio, silkscreen, and cut foam block printing. Since the
1980's, she has frequently exhibited her work
in solo and group exhibitions. She studied art
at Montclair University and Northern Illinois
University where she received BFA and MFA
degrees.
HIdden Heart
Hidden Heart/In the Midst
Hidden Heart/Tanglewood
cut foam block print on paper; each 10x10", image
6x6"

Janet THOMAS

saylerpark@aol.com

"The Crocus Savitus dates back
to the ancient world and has long
been coveted for its soothing healing powers. In today's Covid19
world we humans once again seek
the source of comfort and cure."
Jan Thomas lives in Cincinnati, OH. She has
been an art educator and working artist in
Cincinnati for over forty years. An eclectic
fiber artist and printmaker with a penchant
for assemblage, Jan creates pieces that
reflect her concern for issues facing women
and families.
SAVITUS: Healing Power
etching mounted on collagraph with walnut dyed
handmade paper backing; 10x10", image 6x6"
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Jennifer WEIGEL

jennifer@jenniferweigelart.com;
jenniferweigelprojects.com/

"These prints evidence a performative artwork in which I pressed the
monkey mask to the cardboard
to make an impression in acrylic
paint. They are meant, with the
accompanying poem, as a reflection on our current political climate."
Jennifer Weigel lives in Newton, KS. She is
a multi-disciplinary mixed media conceptual
artist who utilizes a wide range of media to
convey her ideas, including assemblage,
drawing, fibers, installation, jewelry, painting, performance, photography and video.
Much of Jennifer's work touches on themes
of beauty, identity (especially gender identity), memory & forgetting, and institutional
critique. Her art has been exhibited nationally in all 50 states and has won numerous
awards.
Monkey See, Monkey Do, #1, #2, and #3
acrylic monoprints on cardboard; each 10x10",
(with accompanying poem)

Carole WINTERS

cswinters@gmail.com;
carolewintersart.com

"During the Pandemic of 2020,
Republicans continued their assault
on democracy and the United
States of America. The Pandemic
exposed just how fragile our country has become, exposed great
inequalities and injustice."
Carole Winters is a visual artist and graphic
designer living in Fort Thomas, Northern KY.
COVID Nation
color linocut; 10x10", image 4x6"
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Mary WOODWORTH
mbwprints@gmail.com

"As an artist, I seek to keep an
open eye and a porous response to
current cultural stresses. My recent
prints are inspired by the monumental nature of rocky landscapes.
The work becomes a celebration of
the elemental nature of debris prefabricated into a printing plate. As
each image emerges, I explore my
place in the landscape, a terrain of
unfolding light."
Mary Woodworth has been hand-printing
for 30 years. In her work, she exhibits a full
range of techniques, from bold graphic black
and white relief prints to lush abstract monotypes. Most recently she has been working
in collage, using the collograph technique, to
evoke a monumental landscape.
Thresholds
hand-colored block print; 10x10", image 6x6"

Paul "Pablo" WRIGHT

pablo.wright@gmail.com; anti-robot.org

"Dissent is central to democracy.
Peace is patriotic. There are alternatives to capitalism. No action is
futile. Every work of art is an opportunity to make the world a better
place. It is time to take back the
public sphere."
Paul “Pablo” Wright lives in Cincinnati,
OH. He is an artist who has been working
in various mediums since he was a small
child. From a purely artistic standpoint, he
is a muralist working mostly in acrylics and
spray paint. Paul enjoys creating abstract
art using shades, tones and lots and lots of
dots. There is also an overtly political side to
Paul who creates books and linoleum block
prints reflecting political angst using a Robot
theme.
Capital Tilts Against Those Without It
linoleum block print; 10x10", image 6x6"
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Front Cover: Our New Flag; Mount Washington School
Front Cover: Amari Johnson, Winton Woods HS; and Clifton CRC

Back Cover: Postcards for Peace and Justice; Bishop Leibold School
				

Back Cover: Jimmanhe Thomas, Winton Woods HS

